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"My next door neighbour completely covered the front garden with crazy paving, as mine mostly is now," he says. "The whole street is crazy paved. I'm the only one who has any garden to speak of on my side."
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Under Chinese regulations, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) must approve outbound investments worth more than $2 billion or which are in sensitive industries - which could apply to the server and networking equipment sector where the government is looking to develop its domestic industry amid fears of foreign cyber spying.
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St. Louis again was offender number one, despite two power play assists. He is an obvious liability who missed a wide-open 10-foot backhand early, cost the Rangers an early power play with a turnover on the wall, and then was helpless on that huge Johnson goal.
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Mr Wilkins, who has written two books, The Story of the ZX Spectrum in Pixels Volume 1 and 2, said: "These days you press a button to load a game and it appears instantly. The kids these days have no patience."
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Alex Killorn added two goals and Steven Stamkos had one and the Lightning bounced back from a crushing late loss on Saturday and made the Presidents' Trophy winners pay for every slip, penalty and mistake.
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The WHO said on Monday it is setting up a $100 million contingency fund to ensure that it will not be "overwhelmed" by a major crisis again as it was with Ebola, which has killed more than 11,000 people since December 2013. [UD:nL5N0Y93B3]
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Police said bags containing a significant amount of high-value property were recovered at ones of the addresses and they are confident some of these were items stolen during the burglary, when thieves broke into a vault containing safety-deposit boxes.